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Stepwise Re�nement is a well-known e�ective method for developing a large and com-

plex software. In traditional methods, a software is re�ned from its function point of view

and re�nements are only applied only on early stages of the project. In consequence, data

de�ned at each step are not enough concreate for program execution. It is essential to ex-

ecute the program in the intermediate stages otherwise it is di�cult to �nd out potential

errors and to re�ne further.

Yoshioka proposed a method: Incremental Software development method based on

Data Rei�cation (ISDR), in which a program is re�ned from its data rei�cation point of

view and can be executed using abstract interpretation. ISDR consists of two phases:

1. an abstraction phase, in which program inputs and outputs are abstracted into

single values and the program is considered as a function de�ned on those values,

named a primitive program,

2. a re�nement phase, in which repeatedly we re�ne the primitive program by rei�ca-

tion of its values until the data is re�ned enough to satisfy its requirements.

One of the advantages of ISDR is that we can interpret intermediate programs in which

function are not de�ned completely, many errors can be detected at an earlier stages of

software development than those in traditional methods.

To execute the intermidiate program, ISDR de�nes formal interpretation of it. Al-

though there is no environment that help us to develop and execute programs based on
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ISDR. In this paper, we propose a support environment for ISDR. Some examples with

this environment are shown for demonstrating and consider e�ciency of ISDR method.

We designed a language and implements whose interpreter in order to apply this

method to some large practical problems. This environment consists named Alchemy of

an interpreter for abstract programs should be rei�ed.

Alchemy supplies functions for implementation as follows:

1. management revision.

2. de�ne a data-domain and reify it.

3. edit program codes.

4. interface between AL and users.

5. guide for re�nement.

6. suggestion for way of re�nement functions.

ISDR assumes that we get a complete program when a series of the re�nement �n-

ishes. We have to cancel some parts of the de�nitions if the speci�cation are changed

in intermediate stages. Programs can re-re�ned as as new branch and old de�nitions

are saved as past. We extend a concept of versioning to revision in Alchemy. We can

create a branchat any place in the version tree. Alchemy requires stronger constraints

than ISDR, because consistency should be kept in any successive versions of programs

and data domains through the re�nement stages.

Finally, we demonstrate ISDR method using e�ciency some middle-scale programs in

AL and Alchemy.
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